Buttplate for Flint Fowling Gun............. #BP-Fowl-4-B or I
This buttplate exactly replicates the style used on the French "fusil fin" trade guns that were widely traded in the 1730-1760 era throughout America. These beautiful weapons can be seen in T. M. Hamilton's *Colonial Frontier Guns*.

#BP-Fowl-4-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $29.99
#BP-Fowl-4-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99

Buttplate for Flint Fowling Gun........... #BP-Fowl-20-B or I
This wide early buttplate is pre-inlet into our pre-carved flint fowling gun stock, cut for our rifled and smoothbore barrels. Build a flint fowling gun, fusil, musket, or early flint rifle. The early pointed finial works well on a Volunteer's fowling gun, Officer's fusil, Committee of Safety musket, Sergeant's musket, or a Chief's Trade Gun. Reshape the comb for use on an early longrifle.

#BP-Fowl-20-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $29.99
#BP-Fowl-20-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99